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Cast of Characters

Ellie: A blustering, tough young

girl who’s reluctant to let

anyone get the better of her

Ollie: A shy, intelligent boy who’s

very open to others - and

usually gets hurt for it

Iris: A flirtatious teenage girl

with an eye for anything with

a pulse - Ellie’s best friend

Andrew: A comedic teenage boy slowly

but surely making his way out

of the closet - Ollie’s best

friend

Narrator: An experienced narrator,

annoyed at having to

narrate what they see as a

"run-of-the-mill story"

Catherine: Ollie’s mother, a wealthy

over-protective snob who

doesn’t think anyone’s good

enough for her son

Theresa: Ellie’s hard-as-nails single

mother struggling to raise

her daughter as best she can

Delilah: Head of "Delilah’s Daycare",

an overwhelmed young woman

Mr. Underwood: An overly friendly and

inexperienced teacher



ACT I

Scene 1

Centre-stage: a whiteboard. Two sides, easily

flippable. On this side, scrawled in broad

wipe-clean-able colours, "THE BALLAD OF OLLIE AND

ELLIE".

Stage left, the Narrator walks on. She’s dressed

in a suit, tie, very formal-looking, very stiff

upper lip.

She COUGHS for attention.

NARRATOR

Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for your attention.

She picks something out of her teeth.

NARRATOR

Damn it...

She reaches off-stage and pulls out a toothpick.

After a moment, she wrestles something from her

teeth.

NARRATOR

There. Narrator’s gotta eat, you know? Anyway, I now

present to you the ballad of Oll...

She trails off, looking at the board.

NARRATOR

...fine. This kind of incongruity between set design

and direction is exactly why I had misgivings about

getting back into small-scale kitchen-sink narration.

Do you know that I’ve narrated the lives of an Egyptian

Pharaoh, a Victorian Duchess, Hollywood legend Rock

Hudson, an entire family who went down on the Titanic

and not one but TWO of the Osmonds? Now I’m stuck here

stretching my skills to deal with two little upstarts

from the back-arse of-

A LOUD COUGH off-stage.

NARRATOR

Fine. But I want to hear laughter, tears, whoops of

approval and at least one "HE’S BEHIND YOU" from the

audience or I’m ditching this one-horse half-ass town.

Another LOUD COUGH. A stick reaches out to poke

her.

(CONTINUED)
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NARRATOR

I said fine! Ladies and gentlemen, I now present to you

the ballad of Ollie and Ellie. Or if you’re feeling

particularly feminist Ellie and Ollie. Or if you’re

feeling particularly gay-rights feminist Ellie and

Ellie. Or if you’re feeling particularly French

gay-rights feminist... Elle Est and-

Another poke of the stick.

NARRATOR

Ellie was always the older woman.

DELILAH walks on in full child-care worker mode -

brow furrowed, and a gaggle of crawling CHILDREN

descend on-stage. Among them, a not-quite-walking

OLLIE.

She flips the whiteboard to reveal a sign for

"DELIGHTFUL DELILAH’S DAYCARE". Tagline: "You’ll

be delirah with our Delilah!".

While the CHILDREN play among themselves, another

woman - a harried-looking THERESA - storms on.

Rough as nails.

THERESA

You can’t keep Ellie out.

DELILAH

We can...

She calms herself.

DELILAH

Your daughter is too old for daycare.

THERESA

She’s not.

DELILAH

She’s five!

THERESA

She’s four if she’s a day. She’s just a little big for

her age.

DELILAH

We’re full.

THERESA

Seems like ye’re all full all of a sudden.
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DELILAH

Delilah’s daycare has a reputation-

THERESA

Delilah’s daycare had a widely flippin’ reported gas

leak last time I checked. Ye’re the last on my list and

if it weren’t for the fact that half the kids at

"Pippy’s Petting Zoo Day-Care" were mauled by an

escaped goat you wouldn’t even be on there.

DELILAH

I’m sorry Miss Reynolds...

THERESA

Missus, actually. We were married, shortly, before he

left a new father shaped hole in the kitchen wall.

DELILAH

Missus-

THERESA

Delilah. If a man’s ever done you in like my dear

husband did me in I’m askin’ would you let my daughter

join your delightful daycare.

Delilah pauses.

THERESA

Ellie! We’re in!

ELLIE barges in with a lunchbox. She drops it on

the way to the other kids, stopping at Ollie.

ELLIE

I’m Ellie.

Ollie gulps.

OLLIE

I’m Ollie.

She punches him.

Delilah turns to say something, but Theresa is

already gone.

As she turns back, she smiles, and all the kids

pull out drawings. It’s a new day.

NARRATOR

Ollie was always the charmer.

(CONTINUED)
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THERESA

Alright everyone! Are we done yet?

ELLIE

Miss Delilah?

THERESA

You need to stay on late again, Ellie? No worries.

ELLIE

Thank you Miss-

OLLIE

Miss! Finished!

Ollie proudly presents her with his drawing. It

says "ELLIE".

DELILAH

Guess you can’t buy smarts. Ollie starts with an O.

OLLIE

I know.

He smiles at Ellie. She stares back at him,

cock-eyed.

CATHERINE

Delilah!

Delilah reacts accordingly to the blustering

CATHERINE who comes racing in - all handbag and

fur coat.

CATHERINE

I am ever so ever so ever so sorry to do this to you

again but-

DELILAH

Michael is working late.

CATHERINE

Yes and-

DELILAH

You have a board meeting you simply cannot miss.

CATHERINE

Yes and-

DELILAH

The nanny was mauled by that goat from Pippy’s Petting

Zoo.

(CONTINUED)
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CATHERINE

No but-

DELILAH

It’s fine. Ollie can stay on. Ellie’s here as well so

they can amuse each other.

Ellie, who’s steadily shuffling away from an

amorous-looking Ollie, shoots Delilah a look.

CATHERINE

Really? I thought that she was... well...

DELILAH

A lovely girl. Very easy to play with.

Ellie punches Ollie.

ELLIE

Go away!

CATHERINE

Ollie!

DELILAH

Ellie!

Catherine approaches Ollie to help, but-

DELILAH

I’ll take care of this one.

CATHERINE

She hit my baby.

DELILAH

He’ll get over it.

CATHERINE

Suppose that’s what you expect when her mother can’t

even be bothered to pick her up on time. Got to run.

Catherine and Delilah exit, dragging the

whiteboard with them. The rest of the kids follow

out, leaving Ellie and Ollie alone. They stand up

straight, older now.

NARRATOR

This went on for some time. What was violins to Ollie

was violence to Ellie. What was a buzzing fly to her

was a smitten butterfly to him. He saw love hearts, she

saw black eyes. She saw red, he saw stars.

Ollie reaches for Ellie’s hand. She bats it away

forcefully. He reaches for her hair. She bats it

away. Again and again and again.

(CONTINUED)
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NARRATOR

But as my secondary school boyfriend Sean Hughes will

tell you - and as it turned out probably did tell you -

perseverance is the key to romantic relations. And even

at the tender age of four Ollie was clever enough, or

stupid enough, to know that.

Ellie’s batting away dies down. Eventually Ollie’s

able to hold her hand, though she doesn’t look at

him. Both stand uncomfortably.

NARRATOR

It’s all kicking off, eh?

Ellie turns to Ollie to say something, but-

CATHERINE

Ollie, darling!

THERESA

Ellie, where are ya?

Ollie and Ellie turn as their respective parents

enter from either side of the stage.

CATHERINE

Exciting news, darling!

THERESA

Pressure off, love.

CATHERINE

We managed to-

THERESA

Sneak you into-

CATHERINE

One of the most prestigious-

THERESA

Close to work-

CATHERINE

Highly rated-

THERESA

Cheap uniform-

CATHERINE

Top-notch-
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THERESA

Bottom-dollar-

CATHERINE

Boy’s schools-

THERESA

Girl’s schools-

CATHERINE & THERESA

In town!

Ollie and Ellie’s hands separate, and they’re

ushered off-stage by their respective parents.

The Narrator takes centre-stage.

NARRATOR

Tragedy strikes. Not to the level which you’d be

familiar with if you’d seen my narration on Joan of Arc

but still you’d have to admit that this is not the

ideal course of events for either of these love-struck

four-year-olds. Barely knee-high to a grasshopper,

hearts not even fully-grown, and already they’re having

to deal with some serious separation anxiety. Again not

the level of head-and-neck separation you’d have seen

in my stunning rendition of the life of Marie

Antoinette-

Another COUGH from off-stage.

NARRATOR

Hey, there might be a narrator casting agent in the

audience. I was very in-demand with the royals, you

know...

She winks to the audience.

NARRATOR

...I also offer two-for-one rates on twins and mystical

doppelgangers as long as they die within a week of each

other. Any takers?

Silence.

NARRATOR

No. Right. Well, Ollie ended up attending St.

Christopher’s Preparatory School for Boys, whose

well-regarded French language classes and an exchange

program with a similar school in Lyons ensured them the

nickname of "faguettes".

Ollie stumbles back on stage right, looking behind

him.

(CONTINUED)
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TEASING BOY

(off-stage)

Hey faguette, where’d you get your uniform?

Faguette-ville?

OLLIE

What?

A ball bounces on stage, narrowly missing Ollie.

Ellie comes on stage left, catching it. She looks

off-stage, bouncing the ball.

NARRATOR

Ellie, meanwhile, went to the local girls’ school of

choice. A modestly-priced institution run by

modestly-priced teaching staff and comprised of

modestly-priced girls in modestly-priced uniforms. The

principal, good as she was, had the unfortunate name of

Miriam Trapper. And it wasn’t long after she took the

helm that most kids, and more than a few parents, were

referring to the girls as Trapper’s Slappers.

TEASING GIRL

(off-stage, singing)

Trapper’s slappers love some mickey, hitched up skirts

all hot and-

Ellie fires the ball off-stage, and the Teasing

Girl lets out a GRUNT.

NARRATOR

Though she could hold her own.

Ellie and Ollie move centre-stage, side by side

and hand in hand. They hunch down short, and

Theresa and Catherine descend from each side to

stand beside them. Both hold hurleys.

NARRATOR

Scientists say that those first few years are crucial.

The years you can’t remember, when you’re barely

walking or talking or peeing in the correct direction.

But scientists say that it’s very very important to

spend time with your children in those years because

even though they don’t remember they do form a

connection. Theresa here, left a single mother when

Ellie barely had her eyes open, can tell you that.

THERESA

He fecked right off, and she’s right.

(CONTINUED)
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NARRATOR

Even Catherine here, whose husband spends so much time

at work he’s not even featured in this narration, would

tell you - though she’d never admit it - that the first

few years are important.

CATHERINE

I’d never admit it, but she’s right.

NARRATOR

And if you didn’t believe me, here’s a scientist.

A SCIENTIST - typical lab coat and specs - appears

on-stage.

SCIENTIST

I’m a scientist, and she’s right.

And off-stage just as quickly.

NARRATOR

See? So the question here is if, in those very

important but not very well-remembered years you fall

tits over arse in love with someone - does it stick?

Ollie and Ellie’s hands separate, and each hand

now has red paint on it. They look at them

momentarily before-

NARRATOR

Ollie and Ellie grew up.

As she speaks, Catherine and Theresa use the

hurleys as car jacks - they point them at their

respective child, and push up and down. As they

do, Ollie and Ellie get taller and taller.

NARRATOR

Ollie got good at French, Ellie got good at Maths.

Ollie got bad at people (too shy), Ellie got bad at

people (not shy enough). They both got good at hurling.

Ellie and Ollie take the hurleys off their

mothers, while Catherine and Theresa put helmets

on their kids.

NARRATOR

In fact, Ellie got very good at hurling. So good, in

fact, that at the age of 12, during a particularly

brutal friendly in the 2005 summer season, she found

herself substituted on to the boys team. And that’s

where-
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Ellie whacks the hurley down on Ollie’s head. He

gets shorter.

NARRATOR

That’s where-

She whacks Ollie again. He gets shorter.

NARRATOR

I said that’s where-

Ellie whacks Ollie several times more, until he’s

down on his hunkers.

NARRATOR

Fine, act it out then, see if I care-

CATHERINE

My boy!

Catherine grabs Ollie’s hurley, using it as a

car-jack to return him to his original height.

OLLIE

(dazed)

Sacre bleu.

CATHERINE

That kind of filthy, undignified behaviour has no place

on the-

Ellie takes off her helmet and shakes her hair

out.

OLLIE

(impressed)

Sacre bleu.

Ollie takes off his helmet.

CATHERINE

A girl? What the hell’s a girl doing on the pitch? No

doubt one of Trapper’s-

THERESA

Excuse me? You got a problem with my daughter playing?

Not my fault your son’s skull has the consistency of

boiled cabbage.

While the above argument continues, Ollie and

Ellie introduce themselves.

(CONTINUED)
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OLLIE

Hi.

ELLIE

Hi.

OLLIE

Ollie.

ELLIE

Ellie.

They move to shake hands - Ollie with his left,

Ellie with her right. They stop, looking at the

red on the other’s hand. But before they can

speak-

THERESA

Ellie, get your helmet back on and get back in it.

CATHERINE

Ollie, honey, you don’t have to play if you don’t want

to.

Both mothers drag their kids off-stage again.

NARRATOR

Ellie’s team won by a comfortable margin. Ollie bruised

like a peach. Both were entering secondary school that

September. Different secondary schools, as it happened.

But then, tragedy struck.

Catherine storms back on stage, phone in one hand,

whiskey in the other.

CATHERINE

What?!

NARRATOR

I’ll, um, let her-

CATHERINE

What do you mean "bottom fell out of the deal"? I don’t

care if the "bottom fell out of you", Michael, I

can’t... I don’t do reposessions! I don’t do thrift! I

don’t, I don’t, I don’t-

She sneezes violently, sending half her whiskey

flying.

CATHERINE

I hope you’re happy, I spilled my whiskey!

(CONTINUED)
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She sneezes again.

NARRATOR

Stylish and ahead of the trends as ever, Ollie’s family

fell on hard times a full three years ahead of the

recession.

MR. UNDERWOOD - a strait-laced teacher - drags the

whiteboard back on stage. It says "MR. UNDERWOOD"

in big block letters. He’s followed by a gaggle of

nattering TEENAGERS, dragging chairs on with them.

NARRATOR

But one man’s tragedy is another man’s convenient plot

development, and the matriculating year of 2002 at the

local secondary school found on its roll call the names

Oliver Dooneen and Eleanor Ward (her mother dropped

Reynolds as soon as she could secure a divorce).

MR. UNDERWOOD

Right everyone! My name’s Mr. Underwood

M-R-dot-U-N-D-E-R-W-O-O-D and welcome to your very

first Geography class. Roll call there please now do we

have an Andrew Beggan...

A scholarly hand shoots up.

MR. UNDERWOOD

...thank you Andrew very... prompt. Careful you don’t

knock a flourescent off the ceiling. And do we have an

Iris Cochrane?

A slow, sultry hand puts down make-up and raises

itself.

MR. UNDERWOOD

Make-up away if possible and stop slouching Ms.

Cochrane. Do we have an Oliver Dooneen?

Silence.

MR. UNDERWOOD

Lazy, invisible or absent? Oliver Dooneen? Going once,

going twice-

Ollie bursts on-stage, books flying out in front

of him.

OLLIE

Sorry Miss I mean Sir I was I got lost sorry Sir very

sor-

Ellie bumps him out of the way as she saunters

on-stage. He drops another book.
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ELLIE

Sorry Sir, I was, eh, busy...

MR. UNDERWOOD

Busy? Name?

ELLIE

...with Mrs. Sussternonnunn...

MR. UNDERWOOD

Mrs. who?

ELLIE

You heard me.

MR. UNDERWOOD

Name please.

ELLIE

Mrs. Sonterstrunnunn...unn.

MR. UNDERWOOD

Not the made-up teacher’s name, your name.

OLLIE

Ellie?

Ollie’s spotted who she is. She does likewise.

ELLIE

Ollie?

MR. UNDERWOOD

I gather you know each other.

OLLIE

She bashed my brains in.

ELLIE

We do, yeah.

MR. UNDERWOOD

Splendid. Sit down please both of you.

ELLIE

Geography yeah?

MR. UNDERWOOD

Yeah "Geography yeah". Seats.

Ollie and Ellie take seats beside each other. Mr.

Underwood teaches the class as Ollie and Ellie

interact - punctuated with awkward silences.

(CONTINUED)
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OLLIE

Hey.

ELLIE

Howaya.

OLLIE

Nice hurling. You hurl... well.

ELLIE

Cheers. You can take a beating.

OLLIE

So I’m told. It’s kind of my thing. How are you finding

the place?

ELLIE

Meh.

OLLIE

Ah, le mot juste.

ELLIE

What?

OLLIE

Nothing. Meh.

ELLIE

Shouldn’t you be in one of those fancy blazer schools?

Isn’t your Dad like one of those rich twats or

something? By twat I mean-

OLLIE

Le mot juste. We, uh, we’re having some money trouble.

ELLIE

I see. You could charge people to hit you over the

head.

OLLIE

It’s under consideration.

They smile, and stand up. Mr. Underwood flips the

board (to reveal a brickwork design) and exits,

while the rest of the students stand up, milling

around.

Everyone moves about, removing the seats.

The Narrator lets out a gasp.

(CONTINUED)
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NARRATOR

Sorry. Very excited.

The students settle into a dispersed "back of the

school"-type group. Several whip out cigarettes,

bars and crisps and the like.

Ollie and Ellie bump into each other again.

OLLIE

Oh. Hey! How are you?

ELLIE

Jolly as ever. What are you doing back here? Thought

you didn’t smoke.

OLLIE

Oh, I-

ANDREW - an energetic joker - bounds up beside

Ollie.

ANDREW

Mrs. Fallon just completely banjaxed herself in the car

park!

ELLIE

What?

ANDREW

Yeah she was walking over to a car and slipped on some

ice. I think she broke her nose!

ELLIE

Wow. Was there blood?

ANDREW

Picture!

He holds out his phone to show to Ellie.

OLLIE

Eh, Ellie, this is Andrew. Andrew, Ellie.

ELLIE

Score. I have her this afternoon for double. Fag?

ANDREW

(worried)

What?

Ellie holds out a cigarette.

(CONTINUED)
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ANDREW

Oh. Yeah. Sure.

ELLIE

Iris!

IRIS - pretty-slash-slutty - backs over to them.

IRIS

(to random boy)

Call me!

(back to the group)

Howdy all.

ELLIE

Lighter, Iris, Andrew, Ollie, Ollie, Andrew, Iris...

Iris holds out the lighter and Ellie passes it to

Andrew.

ELLIE

...lighter. Boom.

Andrew lights up and takes a drag.

IRIS

What’s cookin’?

ELLIE

Fallon banjaxed herself in the car park.

Iris squeaks.

ELLIE

(to Andrew)

Show her the tape.

While Andrew shows Iris his phone, Ellie turns to

Ollie. She holds out her cigarette.

ELLIE

Sure I can’t tempt you?

OLLIE

Oh... no. I’m cool. I mean... I used to smoke. Yeah.

But now I’m...

ELLIE

On the patch?

OLLIE

Yeah. Totally.

(CONTINUED)
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NARRATOR

Ollie spent the following six months buying Nicorette

patches and wearing them so she wouldn’t know that

actually smoking made him puke.

ELLIE

Cool.

OLLIE

Still nice to hang out here. Breathe in the...

He starts coughing as he dramatically inhales.

OLLIE

(coughing)

...delicious smoky air.

ELLIE

Them’s some pretty bad lungs you got there. Well you

feel free to hang around this delicious air any time

you-

IRIS

Oh my god it’s like her face exploded!

Iris and Andrew re-enter the conversation.

IRIS

This is why God invented video phones. You guys saw

this right? It’s...

GAVIN

Party over here!

GAVIN - bigger, broader, bully(er) - enters. The

other kids flinch back from him. He goes to speak

but-

NARRATOR

Gotta stop you there, Gavin.

He freezes, as does everyone else.

NARATOR

Okay, everyone, so this is Gavin. Now I hate to bandy

around the term "bad guy", and I certainly don’t want

to bias everyone against him. But the truth is Gavin

keyed my car in the parking lot and-

GAVIN

That wasn’t me.
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NARRATOR

It definitely definitely was and don’t interrupt me

when I’m narrating.

GAVIN

I’m just saying-

NARRATOR

Stop breaking the fourth wall!

Gavin shuts up.

NARRATOR

Anyway, this is Gavin. Gavin is a little bit older than

our motley crew of Ellie, Ollie, Iris and Andrew. He’s

captain of the football team, he’s had three

girlfriends already this year, he’s infuriatingly good

at enough subjects that you can’t even get away with

saying he’s an idiot. And he’s a dickhead of the

highest order.

GAVIN

I resent that.

NARRATOR

Tell it to the passenger door of my Fiat Punto.

(to the audience)

I’m saving up for something better, I swear. Anyway-

GAVIN

How are we all doing?

The rest of the students cringe as he makes his

way into the group.

IRIS

Hey Gavin!

As Iris swoons, the other three shoot her a look.

IRIS

(silently)

What?

GAVIN

Iris. How are they hangin’?

IRIS

Pert and supple.

GAVIN

And who are these...
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He stops, seeing Ollie.

GAVIN

Who might you be?

OLLIE

Ollie.

GAVIN

I’m going to call you The Clungemeister.

OLLIE

I’d really prefer if you wouldn’t.

Gavin messes Ollie’s hair.

GAVIN

Oh Clungemeister, you’re a kidder. And another word out

of line and I. Will. Kick. Your. Ass.

Ellie yawns.

ELLIE

You done, Gavin? Me and the Clungemeister were kind of

in the middle of something.

GAVIN

You were, were you?

OLLIE

We were. Were we?

ELLIE

We were.

IRIS

But you can join us if you w-

ELLIE

Quiet, Iris.

(back to Gavin)

So if you wouldn’t mind pissing right off we’d really

appreciate it.

Gavin looks set to rise to this, but just smiles

and ruffles Ollie’s hair again.

GAVIN

No worries. Another time, Clungey.

He makes what seems like a rude gesture - but is

unintelligible as any particular one - and slips

off-stage.

(CONTINUED)
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IRIS

Bye Gavin!

Ellie whacks her on the arm.

IRIS

Ow!

ELLIE

He’s a twa-

Iris raises a finger to shush her, also rubbing

her arm.

IRIS

Ow.

ELLIE

I have good upper-body strength, I can’t help it.

IRIS

I was just... he’s a stand-up knock-down hottie.

ELLIE

He’s a-

IRIS

Hi Gavin!

Gavin struts back across stage. Iris’s, then

Ellie’s, then Andrew’s (this gets a look from

Ollie) eyes follow him. Their heads tilt.

Even the Narrator reluctantly checks him out as he

walks by.

NARRATOR

(pulling herself back)

Ahem. Yes. Well, so that’s Gavin. He’s, he’s, um...

ELLIE

A complete dick.

IRIS

Here’s hoping.

Ellie rolls her eyes.

ELLIE

(to Ollie)

Don’t worry about it. He’ll pick on you for a while and

then his brain will forget you as soon as a newer kid

comes along.

(CONTINUED)
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OLLIE

Cool. Uh... thanks.

ELLIE

No worries, Clunge-meister.

OLLIE

Could you not call me that?

ELLIE

We’ll see.

Ellie guides Ollie and Iris off-stage (the other

kids disperse as well, dragging the blackboard

with them). Andrew’s still watching the place

where Gavin exited.

Ellie COUGHS loudly, and he snaps out of it. He

follows them off.

NARRATOR

Needless to say the nickname "Clungemeister" stuck. And

Gavin’s reign of light to intermittent terror continued

unabated. Ollie was an easy target - the kid spoke

French for God’s sake - but the tirade of abuse did

offer a unique selling point.

Ellie and Ollie return on-stage, they walk side by

side (both carry Shakesperean caps).

NARRATOR

Ellie became Ollie’s protector. Three cheers for

equality of the sexes.

As Ellie and Ollie cross the stage, various

bullying interludes: a thrown football, an

attempted punch, thrown insults, more and more and

more until there are bodies piled up on the stage.

NARRATOR

Ollie of course appreciated this, and to be honest

played up to it more than a little bit. But what

fourteen-year-old boy hasn’t dreamt of his female

knight in shining armour coming to rescue them?

Ellie dons her cap and catches a sword thrown from

off-stage. She approaches Ollie threateningly.

ELLIE

Where is your husband?!

(CONTINUED)
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NARRATOR

Things came to a head during a very, very amateur

production of Macbeth. Now in a tighter, cleaner story

Ollie and Ellie would of course be playing Macbeth and

his wife - the not-to-be-left-alone-with-the-kids

nutjob Lady Macbeth.

ELLIE

Where is your husband?!

NARRATOR

But you’ve probably noticed by now that - like an

ageing hooker - this story is neither tight nor clean.

And with Ellie and Ollie not being the greatest actors

of their generation-

Ellie waves the sword at the Narrator.

ELLIE

Hey!

NARRATOR

Fourth wall!

(back to audience)

Well needless to say they weren’t the main attraction.

So Ellie ended up playing the slightly

destined-to-be-one-dimensional "First Murderer"...

ELLIE

Where is your husband?!

NARRATOR

...while Ollie found himself...

OLLIE

I...

NARRATOR

...due to a director hell-bent on doing one of those

awful gender-flipped versions of Shakespeare...

OLLIE

I...

NARRATOR

...playing the part of...

OLLIE

I...

NARRATOR

...Lady Macduff.

(CONTINUED)
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Ollie catches a frying pan thrown from off-stage,

and weilds it like a weapon. A very feminine shawl

is also thrown, and he wraps it around himself as

best he can - adding his cap.

OLLIE

I... I h-hope, in no place so unsanctified where such

as th-thou mayst find him.

NARRATOR

Oscar-worthy stuff.

ELLIE

He’s a traitor.

Iris bounds on stage dressed as a Shakesperean

child - however that might look.

IRIS

Thou liest, thou shag-haired villian!

ELLIE

What, you egg!

Ellie unconvincingly "stabs" Iris with the sword,

who falls to the ground.

ELLIE

Young fry of treachery.

Iris grips her "wound", milking her death for all

its worth.

IRIS

He has kill’d me, mother! Run away, I pray you! Ugh...

Ollie goes to run away but-

IRIS

Ugh...

Again, Ollie goes for it but-

IRIS

Ugh...

Ellie stabs Iris again. It shuts her up.

Ollie runs across the stage away from Ellie, who

follows.
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OLLIE

Murder! Muuuuuurdeerr!!!

NARRATOR

Gripping stuff, I think you’ll agree.

Ollie and Ellie stop before going off-stage.

Another scene (with some Shakespeare-capped fellow

students) continues silently at stage left while

Ollie and Ellie catch their breath.

NARRATOR

And then...

ELLIE

(whispering)

Well played. Very... shrill.

OLLIE

You too. Good Iris killing. She... she...

They’re face to face now.

OLLIE

She...

Ellie kisses him.

OLLIE

Lips.

ELLIE

Nice shawl.

OLLIE

You egg.

They kiss again, longer now.

NARRATOR

And that was that.

Ellie and Ollie dispatch their Shakespeare garb

off-stage quickly. The rest of the students and

teachers rush back on (also Shakespeare-less) with

two long sheets - one black, one white.

"The Way I Am" by Ingrid Michaelson plays over the

following.

NARRATOR

Poets, good poets, successful poets, get paid a lot. As

do people who do scores and music for films and

(MORE)
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NARRATOR (cont’d)
television. Artists, the Impressionists especially, can

fetch a pretty penny from many an art gallery.

Ellie and Ollie slowly walk across stage. On

either side, front and behind, the others hold the

black and white sheets. They move them up and down

like waves, up to the waist, seeming to carry the

new couple across the stage.

NARRATOR

And it’s not because they’re good at painting or

writing. I mean, they are, but the real reason we

appreciate them and their work is because they lend a

sense of excitement and a dream-like quality to things

that are essentially... dull.

As Ellie and Ollie progress, Iris and Andrew and

Gavin and all the other characters float up out of

the waves. Miming themselves, and gently bounced

back by Ellie and Ollie - lost in each other.

Smiling and happy.

NARRATOR

Births are messy, deaths are swallowed up in

administration. Heartbreak is stupid and love is...

boring.

Ellie and Ollie hold their hands up to each other

- the red marks on each still visible.

NARRATOR

So poems and songs are things that show how things

feel, not how they are.

Ellie and Ollie stop, face to face.

NARRATOR

And because love is essentially boring, we’re not going

to show it happening. Suffice to say they were very

very happy.

The song ends. The students clip the sheets on to

Ellie and Ollie’s backs like capes - black for

Ollie, white for Ellie. They are long enough that

they almost stretch off-stage on each side.

NARRATOR

Fifteen year olds in love.

From each side, a table is brought on, underneath

each of their "capes".

(CONTINUED)
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ELLIE

Love you.

OLLIE

Love you more.

ELLIE

Love y-

NARRATOR

Blah blah blah blah blah. Who cares?

Ollie’s sheet is snapped off his back by Catherine

as she storms on stage. The sheet falls on to the

table as a tablecloth.

CATHERINE

I’ll tell you who cares, I care.

Ollie turns to her. She’s carrying a glass of

whiskey and a coaster. She sneezes violently.

CATHERINE

And as soon as your father gets home I can tell you

he’ll have a good bit of caring to do too. Loud, angry

caring.

OLLIE

It’s just... I like her.

CATHERINE

I’m sure. I’m sure you do. But I wouldn’t be so sure

that she likes you-

OLLIE

I... I think she does.

CATHERINE

Girls like that... Ollie, you have to be careful.

That’s all I’m saying. You’re a very sensitive boy and

myself and your father, we’re just concerned that you

might get hurt.

OLLIE

She’s not going to hurt me.

CATHERINE

She’s... look you know what her mother’s like. She’s

not...

OLLIE

She’s nice. She’s friendly. And so’s Ellie.
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CATHERINE

Normal friendly or Trapper’s Slappers friendly?

OLLIE

Mam.

THERESA

No no no no no.

While Ollie and Catherine freeze, Theresa snaps

the cape off Ellie’s back, and it falls on to the

table. She brings on an iron and goes to work on

it.

Ellie turns to her.

ELLIE

What? It’s none of your business.

THERESA

Ha. My business, my business, is getting you from

cradle to straight-backed lovely bleedin’ member of

society without a stray bullet, bastard or baby gettin’

in your way.

ELLIE

Ollie’s-

THERESA

And while he might not carry a gun he’s more than

capable of providing the last two of those.

ELLIE

Ollie’s not that kind of guy and also, still, none of

your business.

Theresa begins folding up the sheet, having done

with the "ironing".

THERESA

My business. My business. Look, El, you are doing well

at school. You are doing well. We have a good set-up

here. Don’t... don’t mess it up.

ELLIE

Is this about Dad?

THERESA

He’s not your Dad he’s your father and this is not

about him. This is about you keeping on track to do

something.
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ELLIE

He’s just a boy.

THERESA

Ha!

Theresa and Ellie freeze, Ollie and Catherine

continue.

CATHERINE

What about that Iris girl? She seems nice. Her parents

are very-

OLLIE

I don’t like Iris.

CATHERINE

Her parents are-

OLLIE

I don’t like her parents either. Her Dad smells of

grass clippings. All the time.

CATHERINE

Ollie-

OLLIE

(firm, final)

Mam.

Over to Theresa and Ellie. Ellie helps her mother

fold the sheet.

THERESA

I-

ELLIE

None of your business none of your business none of

your business.

THERESA

Does he smoke?

ELLIE

I... what?

THERESA

You know if he doesn’t smoke and you do... kid wouldn’t

say boo to a goose but he can’t enjoy the smell. Very

unattractive...
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ELLIE

Mam.

THERESA

Disgusting...

ELLIE

Mam.

THERESA

Yes dear.

ELLIE

If I quit smoking will you get off my back about Ollie?

THERESA

Might just.

ELLIE

Mam...

THERESA

I’ll get off your back. Just as long as you’re not on

your back.

ELLIE

Funny.

THERESA

Not that funny.

Theresa and Catherine retreat off-stage. Students

replace them, grabbing the sheets as they do.

Ollie and Ellie turn back to each other - Ollie

with Catherine’s drink.

NARRATOR

And with grudging acceptance Ollie and Ellie found

themselves with something of a steady life. And as long

as Ellie’s schoolwork kept on track and her clothes

remained smoke-free, Theresa stayed off her back.

Catherine, meanwhile, was too busy taking up whiskey as

a competitive sport to take too much notice of what her

son was up to. Not that they were up to anything apart

from being boring, romantically inclined teenagers. And

if four years at Narration College and a Masters in

Dramatic Overtoning have taught me anything it’s that

the four greatest words in the English language are:

Skip. To. The. Conflict.
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DANCE MUSIC blares as all the students on-stage

start doing some very poor dancing. Some of them

hold up the black and white sheets tall on either

side of centre-stage, creating obscured areas for

people to walk behind.

They move them in and out to each other so they

slightly overlap at points. Meaning that people

can be obscured by them, and swap over to the

other one without being seen.

NARRATOR

(shouting)

And so we come to...

The music is too loud to hear her.

NARRATOR

And so we come to...

Still too loud. One by one, the students (and

finally Ollie and Ellie) cover their ears.

The Narrator waits, and eventually the volume

comes down to a reasonable level.

NARRATOR

Cheers. And so we come to the conflict.

Ollie hands Ellie the drink.

OLLIE

You quit the smokes?

ELLIE

I quit the smokes.

OLLIE

Thanks.

ELLIE

Don’t. I’m thinking of maybe taking up hurling again

so... yeah. That’s why. Anyway, I’ve found a

replacement for my addictive...

She downs the whiskey.

ELLIE

...tendencies. Get me another?

Ollie walks away. Ellie wanders behind the black

sheet.
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NARRATOR

We’ve all been there. It’s an underage disco.

Everyone’s snuck in booze. There’s a lot of-

Iris approaches a gang of boys, pinpointing one.

IRIS

Howaya, will you shift my friend?

She points to a uncomfortable-looking girl across

the room.

NARRATOR

And a lot of-

Andrew approaches a group of girls, pointing to an

awkward-looking boy.

ANDREW

Will any of you shift my friend?

NARRATOR

And in desperate times a little bit of-

Iris gives up on the girl.

IRIS

Will any of you shift me?

The boys pause. Iris turns to a drunker Ellie, new

drink in hand.

NARRATOR

The night goes on and things begin to get a little-

ELLIE

I’m fine.

IRIS

I’m not holding your hair back again.

ELLIE

What are friends for?

IRIS

Helping me to score someone. Anyone. Did you see Gavin

anywhere?

ELLIE

Bleh.

Ellie wanders away and into Ollie.
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ELLIE

Hello hello hello.

OLLIE

Hey hey... hey. Where’ve you been?

ELLIE

Trying to get I some action. No luck. Think she’s

starting to get a bit desperate.

Iris tugs on Andrew.

IRIS

Where’d that nerd you had go?

ANDREW

I think he’s... oh.

The awkward male and uncomfortable female students

are revealed by the moving sheets to be kissing -

somewhere between passionately and embarassingly.

IRIS

Damn it.

Back to Ollie and Ellie.

OLLIE

I’m not holding your hair back.

ELLIE

I’m fine.

She turns to do a bit of a dance, but trips. He

catches her.

ELLIE

I’m fine. Inner ear... balance problem. Runs in the

family.

Ollie kisses her.

NARRATOR

So basically your run-of-the-mill night out.

ELLIE

I think I’m gonna puke.

She runs behind one of the sheets, hidden.

OLLIE

Lovely.
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NARRATOR

Iris still on a desperate hunt for any man in sight.

Gavin walks on and Iris’s jaw drops. As he passes

her, she grabs Andrew by the shoulder.

Andrew - engrossed in conversation with a male

student - shakes her off.

IRIS

Golly.

NARRATOR

Girl got issues.

Everyone mills around, slipping in and out from

behind the sheets - obscured and revealed,

swapping back and forth.

Laughing, drinking, scoring, whatever.

NARRATOR

A fairly run-of-the-mill night. By all accounts.

Iris manages to corner a male student and drag him

behind the sheets. Moments later, he emerges, but

Andrew pokes his head out. He rubs his lips, then

pulls the male student back in.

Ellie and Ollie briefly emerge from either side of

the sheets, then retreat. The black and white

sheets hide them, crossing back and forth and

overlapping.

NARRATOR

But you don’t narrate the life of Marie Antoinette

without learning that people have the most fabulous

talent for self-destruction. And for every woman who

gets decapitated for her opinions on Battenburg,

there’s a girl who... well...

The white sheet drops, not revealing Ollie and

Ellie but instead Gavin and Ellie - locked in an

embrace.

NARRATOR

Like I said, skip to the conflict.

The black sheet drops, revealing Ollie looking at

them.

Ellie and Gavin push apart.
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ELLIE

Oh shit.

Everyone but Ollie and Ellie quickly disappear

off-stage, dragging the sheets and tables and

anything else with them.

OLLIE

I heard about last night.

Ellie spins around, suddenly nursing a massive

hangover.

ELLIE

Oh. Oh no. I didn’t imagine that?

OLLIE

Andrew saw you and... Gavin? Really? You don’t have

more class than that?

ELLIE

Ollie, I’m sorry, I’m so so so sorry. I just... I was

really drunk and-

OLLIE

Shut up.

NARRATOR

(shuffling, awkward)

These conversations are always so awkward to watch.

OLLIE

We had something really nice, I don’t understand why

you’d-

ELLIE

I was drunk.

OLLIE

When I’m drunk I want you more, not less. You don’t

like me like I like you.

NARRATOR

Love. He means love.

ELLIE

I like you loads. I like you loads and loads.

The Narrator mimes a heart with her hands.

NARRATOR

(miming)

Love.
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OLLIE

No you don’t. What you feel is what you do and what you

did was... stupid. And telling. And I guess my mother

was right about girls like you wanting nothing more

than a cheap screw in a nightclub toilet-

She interrupts him with a slap. He rubs his face.

OLLIE

Trapper’s Slappers. Yeah.

He exits stage right. She exits stage left. An

empty stage.

Silence, then-

NARRATOR

Oh don’t worry, they totally do get back together. This

story’s all uplifting and whatnot. Triumph of the human

condition, candy canes, puppy’s tails, the whole nine

yards. Just... you know, conflict.

The sheets re-appear. Iris and Andrew, with the

aid of another student or two, carry them on.

Again, held tall to obscure. They put them side by

side.

NARRATOR

And poor slutty Iris and big gay Andrew find themselves

lost in the muddle.

ANDREW

Hey.

IRIS

Hey.

ANDREW

So... how’s Ellie?

IRIS

She’s... she’s fine.

Ellie’s arm comes through the gap between the

black-and-white sheets. Reaching across to the

black sheet, searching for something that’s not

there.

ANDREW

Oh. Cool. Yeah, Ollie’s grand. Fine form.

Ollie’s arm comes out from behind the black sheet,

through the gap and searching across the white

sheet.
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IRIS

Cool.

Ellie slips fully through the sheets, pillow in

her hand.

She stands in front of the black sheet, holding

the pillow to her head. It looks like she’s lying

in bed.

She tosses and turns. Texts on her phone.

IRIS

Is he... has he... scored anyone? Since...

ANDREW

No, no, he’s... no.

Ollie slips out between the sheets, pillow in

hand, standing in front of the white sheet. Again,

he gives the appearance of being in bed. Again, he

texts.

ANDREW

Has, uh, has Ellie been-

IRIS

No. No. Definitely. Not.

Ollie and Ellie hand their phones to Iris and

Andrew, who quickly glance at them.

IRIS

In fact, she’s been very... she’s been very...

ANDREW

Is she a mess?

IRIS

She’s a mess. She’s like, her hair is... it’s just not

a pretty picture. And is he-

ANDREW

Oh yeah. Again. Haircare. Seriously lax haircare

regime. And he’s got this little peach fuzz

non-moustache moustache thing going.

IRIS

So does she. Not that I ever told you that.

ANDREW

So they’re both messes.
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IRIS

Yesses.

ANDREW

Good. Right? I mean that’s gotta be...

IRIS

Yeah.

ANDREW

Yeah.

NARRATOR

I feel the need to step in here. What Andrew and Iris

are trying to say in their... severely limited

vocabulary...

Andrew and Iris shoot her a look.

NARRATOR

...is that Ellie and Ollie desperately miss each other.

And with desperately missing each other comes the

possibility of reconciliation. Not that there wasn’t a

lot of...

OLLIE

Bitch.

ELLIE

Prick.

OLLIE

Tramp.

ELLIE

Twat.

OLLIE

Slapper.

ELLIE

Asshole.

NARRATOR

...fighting before they’d get there. Ollie made sure

that Ellie’s conduct spread like wildfire, and once

Ellie got wind of that... well she got into the habit

of just throwing stuff at Ollie for no good reason.

Ellie throws the pillow at Ollie, who catches it.
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NARRATOR

And advanced and feminist and forward-thinking as Ollie

was, he still wasn’t up to the task of throwing stuff

back at a girl.

Gavin walks on, and past Ollie.

NARRATOR

So he took to taking his anger out on the object of her

defection.

Ollie throws both pillows at Gavin, who catches

them.

NARRATOR

With often disastrous results.

Gavin approaches Ollie to attack him. Ollie

retreats behind the sheets, Gavin passes the

pillows to Andrew (who shoots him an amorous look)

and throws a punch behind the sheets.

OLLIE

Ow!

Gavin backs off-stage, as Iris and Andrew drop the

sheets and drag them off.

This reveals Catherine and Theresa to be behind

them. Catherine is attending to Ollie, who’s

holding his eye post-punch. Theresa has arms

folded, waiting for Ellie to speak.

OLLIE

(wincing)

Mam!

CATHERINE

It’s for your own good.

OLLIE

You said you wanted to have a look at it. This isn’t

looking, it’s poking- ow!

THERESA

(to Ellie)

Well?

ELLIE

Well what?

Theresa takes out a report card, waving it at

Ellie.
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THERESA

You’re failing. Spectacularly. What did he do to you?

ELLIE

He didn’t do anything.

THERESA

And I’m the Princess Grace of flippin’ Monaco. I have a

good mind to call round to his house and-

ELLIE

Mam!

OLLIE

Mam!

CATHERINE

Is she really worth all this effort?

Ollie thinks, while Catherine and Theresa

disappear off-stage.

He turns to Ellie. She looks back at him.

ELLIE

Hey.

OLLIE

So I was thinking.

ELLIE

Oh.

OLLIE

I’m really really angry at you. And I’d be very very

scared that you might do something like that again.

ELLIE

I won’t-

OLLIE

But on balance I don’t care. I prefer being with you to

not being with you so I don’t see why I should have to

suffer because of something you did. So do you want to

get back together?

ELLIE

Yes.

OLLIE

Okay then.

NARRATOR

Brevity is the soul of getting the hell on with things.

And with that, the ballad of Ollie and Ellie was back

(MORE)
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NARRATOR (cont’d)

on. Walking, talking, holding hands, laughing. A

romantic force to be reckoned with in any school

corridor. 16-year-olds in love. And, of course-

ELLIE

Picnic?

OLLIE

Yeah. Why not? Too tame?

ELLIE

No. I mean, it could be a nice idea.

Students rush back on with the black and white

sheets. They hold them up behind Ellie and Ollie,

giving the appearance of lying on a blanket. Other

students hold a basket, a bottle of wine, glasses,

other bits and bobs - all at a 90 degree angle, to

give the impression of a top-down view of the

picnic.

ELLIE

This was a nice idea.

OLLIE

Voulez-vous picnic avec moi...

ELLIE

Hmm?

OLLIE

Nothing.

He reaches out for the bottle, "pouring" it into

two glasses.

He then puts it back in the basket.

Him and Ellie look outwards - to their point of

view, upwards.

OLLIE

Nice stars.

Ellie grabs his hand. They move closer, and as

they do the students encircle them with the

sheets. The ones holding the other objects move

around the hidden couple.

NARRATOR

Obviously we don’t have clearance to show what’s

happening right now - if we did this would be a very

(MORE)
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NARRATOR (cont’d)
different show and we would have charged a hell of a

lot more. But suffice to say that they’re not knitting

mittens for Grandma in there. So the next few minutes

are going to be-

ELLIE

Minutes?

Ellie pops her head over the sheets, hair ruffled

and expression unsatisfied.

Ollie pops his head up.

OLLIE

I’m sorry. I swear... I’m sorry.

Ellie sighs.

OLLIE

I just got a little...

ELLIE

Selfish?

OLLIE

Sensitive! Overly sensitive.

She looks at him.

ELLIE

Try again?

OLLIE

Okay. Yeah.

He looks down.

OLLIE

Give me a minute.

She rolls her eyes, and the sheets come up again

to obscure them.

NARRATOR

Turns out third time was the charm. God loves a tryer.

Sheets reveal Ollie and Ellie’s heads again. Ollie

reaches out and grabs a glass for each of them.

Him and Ellie take a sip each.
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OLLIE

That was a nice idea.

ELLIE

Eventually.

He smiles. They kiss.

The sheets drop, the students rush off-stage -

replaced by a furious Catherine (glass in hand)

and a shocked Theresa.

CATHERINE

What?

NARRATOR

There was a much calmer post-coital few months before

the following happened.

CATHERINE

What?!

NARRATOR

They were very happy, actually. Very very happy.

Ellie’s grades were back up and Ollie was full of the

joie de vivre. Very happy. But, like I said, conflict.

CATHERINE

WHAT?!

OLLIE

We just found out a few days ago. We didn’t know what

to do or... we thought we should tell you.

Catherine approaches Ellie.

CATHERINE

You. You’re trying to trap him-

Ollie blocks her path. He holds Ellie’s hand.

OLLIE

Mam. This is upsetting enough.

CATHERINE

You’re trying to get a hold of our money-

OLLIE

What money?

CATHERINE

Ollie, you’re a kid, you don’t know... this is the

oldest trick in the book.
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ELLIE

I didn’t trick him. And I didn’t exactly knock him out

and throw him over my shoulder either. He was

definitely there. And we’ve been using protection.

CATHERINE

Been? BEEN?! Been is a long-term verb not a short-term

verb has this happened more than once?

ELLIE

Yes.

OLLIE

No. Listen, Mam, it’s

neither here nor there

whether we’ve done

it once or a hundred

times-

Catherine sneezes.

OLLIE

That was a fake sneeze. Look, it doesn’t matter what we

did, the point is that now Ellie is up the proverbial-

ELLIE

Cheers.

OLLIE

And we could do with a little support.

Ellie looks to Theresa.

ELLIE

Mam? What do you think?

THERESA

I’m just... I’m so disappointed in you. Both of you.

CATHERINE

I agree.

THERESA

See? Myself and Catherine agree. That’s how bad things

have gotten.

(to Catherine, gesturing to her glass)

May I...?

Catherine hands her the glass of whiskey. Theresa

downs it in one.

THERESA

Right. Do you know if you’re going to...?
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CATHERINE

Yes. Have you thought about...?

NARRATOR

There are certain words the general Irish population is

incapable of saying. Which is fine as long as you’re

not trying to have a conversation about them.

OLLIE

Oh, you mean, a...?

ELLIE

Yes, we discussed... that.

CATHERINE

And is a... that... a possibility?

THERESA

Not that... that... is something we want to push on

you.

CATHERINE

No, of course, that... that’s up to you, of course.

That said, if that was something you wanted to and you

need support-

OLLIE

We discussed that.

ELLIE

Yes, but we decided that... that... was something we

didn’t really want to do.

CATHERINE

Even if-

OLLIE

No. End of. That’s that that dealt with.

THERESA

Alright then. And down the road...?

ELLIE

Dunno. Maybe... give it away? Or... I don’t know.

THERESA

Well then. I suppose that’s something you can mull

over. In the meantime...

CATHERINE

Ollie, if there’s anything you need-
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THERESA

If there’s anything either of you need. We’re here.

Catherine and Theresa exit, leaving Ollie and

Ellie alone.

ELLIE

So, that was-

OLLIE

Awful.

ELLIE

Yeah.

OLLIE

Gulp.

ELLIE

Yeah.

OLLIE

Look, um...

He hugs Ellie, but keeps their bellies from

touching.

She tries to hug him closer, but he manages to

stay in the hug while backing away from her.

ELLIE

I told you, you’re not going to accidentally hug it out

of me. Over-enthusiastic hugging is how you got it into

me.

OLLIE

Fair point.

He hugs her closer.

Mr. Underwood walks on, and more students

(including Iris, Andrew and Gavin) come in from

all directions, carrying chairs.

MR. UNDERWOOD

Welcome back everyone!

The students take their seats - all at least a few

metres from Ollie and Ellie.

MR. UNDERWOOD

Hope you all had a good Summer.
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NARRATOR

Returning to school for final year was exactly as much

fun as you can imagine.

MR. UNDERWOOD

(to Iris)

How are you, Iris?

IRIS

Top notch, Mr. Underwood.

NARRATOR

Everyone was treating Ellie - and by extension Ollie -

like she was packed full of nitroglycerine.

MR. UNDERWOOD

(to Andrew)

Andrew, have a good Summer?

ANDREW

Rocked the casbah.

NARRATOR

This magical corridor opened up around her - everyone

was too afraid that if they bumped into her she’d

explode. Showering the school with bouncing baby boy

like some kind of gynaecological pinata. Even the

teachers weren’t immune.

MR. UNDERWOOD

(to Ellie, very gentle and patronising)

And Ellie, how are you doing? Are you doing well?

ELLIE

Um, yeah, grand.

MR. UNDERWOOD

Well that’s lovely. Just, just lovely. You take care.

ELLIE

(sarcastic)

Will do.

NARRATOR

Luckily, Iris and Andrew had the decency not to be

overly terrified of Ellie’s stomach.

All the students stand up, and Mr. Underwood slips

out. Chit-chat, school corridor atmosphere.

Iris playfully slaps Ellie on the face.
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IRIS

So now everybody knows? What happened to me being

mega-secret keeper extraordinatire?

ELLIE

I’ll start to show soon. Mam thought it was better to

let everyone know before school began. But I wish the

teachers would stop looking at me like I’m going to

burst into flames.

ANDREW

All we’re saying is that it wouldn’t have hurt to hold

off on the news until a few weeks in. I came out this

Summer, do you see anyone talking about it? No. I can

barely get a flaymboyant word in edgeways with all the

talk of you and your bump in the night.

OLLIE

Well next time we’ll bear you in mind.

ELLIE

Next time?

ANDREW

Thank you very much. It’s not like I’m equipped to

knock some girl up - not that that’s what he did to

you, Ellie.

ELLIE

He was the perfect gentleman. Once he got over his

sensitivity issues.

ANDREW

(amused)

Sorry?

OLLIE

Nothing.

ELLIE

Let’s just say third time’s the charm.

They laugh.

NARRATOR

Har dee har har. But apart from their close

acquaintances everyone else was still doing the

"pregnancy terror shuffle".

Mr. Underwood comes back on, dragging the white

sheet with him.
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MR. UNDERWOOD

(uncomfortable)

Oh, hey, Ellie.

He hands the end of the sheet to her carefully.

She holds it to her stomach.

MR. UNDERWOOD

Good to see you... out and about.

Mr. Underwood exits.

NARRATOR

Not to mention all the other little and big things to

be dealt with.

Theresa comes on, dragging the black sheet. She

hands the end to Ellie, who holds it to her

stomach.

THERESA

Another ultrasound tomorrow morning okay? Make sure you

shower this time, don’t want you embarassing me with

belly-button fluff again.

Theresa folds the black sheet up, handing more to

Ellie for her to hold.

THERESA

Oh, also, because you’ll be missing a class I talked to

Mr. Underwood and he says he’ll do a catch-up class

with you over lunch.

ELLIE

Over lunch? But... I’m eating for two now.

THERESA

Yeah, you’re also studying for two. So why not study

and eat for two all at once? That’s got to be at least

four times more productivity.

NARRATOR

And of course the other irrational concerns running

through Ellie’s head.

Iris and Andrew come on.

Iris folds more white sheet into Ellie’s arms -

the amount she holds at her stomach growing each

time.
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IRIS

Like, what if you do give up the baby and the parents

turn out to be like freaky cultists or something? Or

worse, what if they’re from Cork? How could you live

with yourself knowing your child grew up with that

accent?

Andrew folds more black sheet into her arms.

ANDREW

But what if you do decide to keep the baby and it turns

out to be ginger? Ollie’s Grandad was ginger so you

never know.

NARRATOR

Not to mention her enemy taking over her life.

Iris and Andrew exits, replaced by Catherine. She

folds more white sheet into Ellie’s arms, almost

all of it.

CATHERINE

I can bring you to the doctor tomorrow. I’ll have to

re-arrange my entire schedule but it should be fine.

Then we can go shopping for maternity clothes. It’s all

downhill from here, dear. With maximum gravity.

Catherine exits.

NARRATOR

And of course, the greatest enemy of every young girl.

GAVIN

Hey Rotunda!

As Gavin walks on, Ellie looks down at the pile of

sheets at her stomach.

Gavin folds almost all of the rest of the black

sheet into her arms.

GAVIN

Better hope the school doesn’t bring in that "No Fat

Chicks" rule I’ve been suggesting.

Ellie sighs, her arms full.

NARRATOR

And to be fair to him, Ollie was-

OLLIE

Ow!
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Ollie comes in, holding his eye.

ELLIE

What happened?

OLLIE

I heard what Gavin said to you. Thought I’d show him a

piece of my mind.

ELLIE

How’d that work out?

OLLIE

I’m playing the long game. His uppance will come.

Ollie gives her a kiss, folding the last of the

sheets into her arms.

OLLIE

How are you?

ELLIE

Fine. I’m fine.

NARRATOR

She wasn’t fine. It’s important that you know that she

wasn’t fine.

ELLIE

Definitely fine.

NARRATOR

Ellie was stressed, and worried, and annoyed, and a

hundred and one other things that perfectly occupy the

Venn diagram of "angry teenager" and "pregnant woman".

OLLIE

We’ll be fine.

NARRATOR

Then again, Ollie wasn’t exactly winning any sanity

competitions either. His mother hated him, his

schoolwork was slipping, he’d had to re-assess and

re-compartmentalise all the things he thought he

considered important. And on top of all this the woman

he loved was just as terrified and stressed as he was.

It’s important that you know that Ollie and Ellie were

not feeling fine when the following happened. But as

much as they wondered and pondered and terrified

themselves with the thought of it, I can give you an

ironclad guarantee that neither of them, not really,

not ever, not not not considered even hoping for the

following to happen.
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Ellie winces.

Iris and Andrew come from stage left and right.

They grab an end of the black and white sheets

respectively, and pull at it.

OLLIE

What is it?

Ellie winces again, as Iris and Andrew pull on the

sheets, gently unravelling out of Iris’s arms

until there’s nothing left. She looks at her hand,

the red one.

ELLIE

Something’s wrong.

Catherine and Theresa rush on stage. Catherine

brings a chair, slipping it in behind Ellie just

as she collapses to sit on it. Ellie’s look

changes from pained to vacant.

The Doctor comes on, white lab coat and a chart.

All eyes shoot to him, except Ellie’s. He mimes

talking to them - interspersed with mimed comments

from Catherine and Theresa.

NARRATOR

In the interests of privacy we’ll just let this one go.

You don’t need to hear what they’re saying anyway,

mostly medical words. And sympathies. And assurances

that it was unavoidable. Platitudes. Catherine, bless

her, insisted that they keep Ellie in for a day or two.

For observation.

Ollie, Catherine, Theresa and the Doctor slip

off-stage.

NARRATOR

Ellie appreciated the alone time. For thinking.

Ellie sits in silence, staring into

middle-distance.

NARRATOR

And of course, visitors came.

Everyone - Theresa, Catherine, students, teachers,

Doctors - comes from either side of the stage.

They brush past Ellie and off-stage, a continuous

stream of people walking by her.

She doesn’t react.
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NARRATOR

It was good that they cared. Annoying, but good.

With everyone gone again, Ellie remains silent.

NARRATOR

And it was good when they were gone. Everything was

good. Fine. Static. But when her thoughts turned to-

OLLIE

Ellie?

The Narrator, interrupted, looks almost surprised

by this development. But she stays quiet.

Ellie takes a moment to react as Ollie comes

on-stage. He carries the black and white sheets,

folded up.

OLLIE

Hi.

ELLIE

Hi.

OLLIE

It’s freezing. Mam brought some blankets.

He wraps the white sheet around her. The black one

around himself.

OLLIE

I was thinking, maybe-

ELLIE

I’m not fine. I keep saying I’m fine but I’m not fine.

OLLIE

You don’t have to be fine.

ELLIE

But I want to be.

Silence.

Ollie reaches into his pocket and pulls out an old

piece of paper. He hands it to her, she unfolds it

and looks at it.

ELLIE

What...?

She turns it around to read the back. We see it’s

the "ELLIE" drawing he did back in playschool.
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ELLIE

"Oliver, Age 3." What is this?

OLLIE

I found it in my room. It’s a crappy drawing I did back

when we were in playschool.

ELLIE

Maybe you just mis-spelled "Ollie".

OLLIE

I’m the clever one, remember? I think maybe I knew,

back then.

ELLIE

It’s kind of stalker-ish.

OLLIE

God yeah.

ELLIE

But cute.

He holds her hand.

OLLIE

The point is, things aren’t fine. Things haven’t been

fine ever since we met. They’ve been way better than

fine and way worse than fine, but they’ve never been

fine. I don’t want fine. I want you.

ELLIE

Aw shucks.

NARRATOR

And with an "aw shucks" Ollie and Ellie vowed never to

take each other for granted again. And never to settle

for fine. Which actually worked out quite well.

Ollie and Ellie are joined on-stage by all the

other characters.

NARRATOR

They would have another unexpected pregnancy.

Everyone reacts. This is new information.

ELLIE

What?

NARRATOR

But this time they were 27 and while it put a bit of a

spanner in the works career-wise it was the best thing

(MORE)
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NARRATOR (cont’d)
that ever happened to them. They called her Ali - which

has got to be some form of child abuse - and once Ellie

got her body back in shape they got married.

Theresa and Catherine perk up at this.

NARRATOR

Theresa and Catherine - now grandmothers - took this as

an opportunity to settle their old scores for good. Not

by calling a truce but by declaring war on the

dancefloor after one too many drinks. Theresa had her

background on her side but Catherine had a particularly

sharp nail job the day before the wedding. The winner?

THERESA

Me.

CATHERINE

Me.

NARRATOR

Undecided, after Ollie and Ellie had to intervene

before someone drew blood. The only area they saw eye

to eye on was the raising of little Ali, in that they

were both agreed that Ollie and Ellie weren’t up to it.

The joyous parents would have disagreed but they

weren’t about to give up the free babysitting. Iris...

IRIS

Oh. Yay!

NARRATOR

...stayed best friends with Ellie well into little old

lady hood. They set up a small business together,

somewhere between a craft shop and an art gallery. Iris

had studied fine art in college - somewhat inspired by

the broad shoulders of Michaelangelo’s David - and

thought this might be a good use of her time. She

remained single - though prolific - well into her 50s,

when she married a man 20 years her junior.

IRIS

Score.

NARRATOR

Andrew, meanwhile, fled to the big city as soon as he

finished school, vowing never to return to small town

life.

ANDREW

Darn tootin’.
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NARRATOR

That is until a particularly drunken New Year’s

celebration where he found himself sparking up a

relationship with...

Andrew crosses his fingers.

ANDREW

Zac Efron Zac Efron Zac Efron...

NARRATOR

Gavin.

ANDREW

What?

GAVIN

What?

IRIS

WHAT?!

NARRATOR

And after a whirlwind romance-

GAVIN

Seriously, what?

NARRATOR

After a whirlwird romance-

GAVIN

I’m not-

NARRATOR

Well you will be. Get over it.

Gavin, still shocked, cringes as Andrew does a

merry jig.

NARRATOR

And after a whirlwind romance they moved back to the

small town that Andrew swore he’d never live in again.

And around the time Ellie gave birth to her beautiful

baby girl, they adopted a beautiful baby boy. But

that’s a story for another day. And as for everyone

else in our story? Well I’m sure they were just fine.

Ellie and Ollie look at each other. They smile.

NARRATOR

And so concludes the ballad of Ollie and Ellie. If

you’ve enjoyed this narration I also have a series of

audio tapes available from all good-
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A COUGH from off-stage.

NARRATOR

I also have business cards I can hand out afterwards-

Another COUGH.

NARRATOR

And if you do want to give me a tip feel free to come

up afterwards-

EVERYONE

Shut up!

NARRATOR

Fine. Goodnight everyone.


